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Original Language Translation

Inganji Victory
Ngwino nganji rwayumba,
Rugina baririmba.
Gitangaza kuribose,
rwagagariyo waganje,
urigi kundiro cyacu.

Welcome big winner,
Rugina whom everyone sings about.
An amazing one for everyone,
you are respected everywhere,
you are our beloved one.

Ruhindana bahunga,
ntwari yiwacu.
Abokumisozi turakuririmba,
ngo utwarabiri,
urintashyikirwa
ugutabara. 

As you fight enemies run far from you,
our hero.
People from hills we praise you with 
songs, 
saying your leadership is our best
performance
in rescue.

I sleep but I don’t sleep,
My sleepless nights have gotten worse,
What country are you in,
That you are waking me up.

Iyo ninsinzi yiwacu
kuko twageze kuntego
yokugira ubutwari. 

That is our victory
because we have reached our goal
to become heroes.

Buturutse komugambi wokuba 
ingirakamaro
tuzahora tubingenzi 
mugitaramo cyabenshi.

For the sake of being
valued people,
we will always be the best
among all the people’s performance.

Wakijije Rwabunga, 
murubungabungo.
Ukiza Rwamudende, 
mubukeye. 
Ukiza naba kecuru babiri, 
hamwe numugabo umwe.

You have saved those who were 
flying away 
from uncomfortable moments.
You saved the happiest,
in times of peace.
You also saved two old women,
along with one man you healed.
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